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It has come to our attention that multiple gel images in Figure 1A were inappropriately duplicated from a previous publication (Airoldi I. et al. Expression and function of IL-12 and IL-18 receptors on human tonsillar B cells. J Immunol. 2000;165(12):6880–6888) in violation of JCI editorial policy. The experimental results presented in Figure 1A were intentionally mislabeled as representing total tonsil B lymphocytes and naïve, GC, and memory B cells from the same tonsil, in contrast with the sample labeling in the previous publication. The JCI editorial board is retracting this article due to the evident misrepresentation of data and image duplication. No issues have been raised in regard to any of the other data in this manuscript.
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The Editorial Board has recently obtained information regarding duplicate use of histology images in the 2012 article reporting ENT1 regulation of postischemic blood flow during acute kidney injury by Grentz et al. Our evaluation suggests that Figure 5H (WT –I) is duplicated in Figure 7I (–I DIP); Figure 5H (Ent1−/− –I) is duplicated in Figure 7D (+I +DIP) and again in Figure 8I (–I –DIP) and again in Supplemental Figure 8G (WT –I); Figure 7I (–I +DIP) is duplicated in Figure 7N (–I +DIP); and Figure 9D (–I –DIP) is duplicated in Figure 9I (–I +DIP). Because the authors have used the same images to represent different experiments, different treatment protocols, and mice of different genotypes, the Editorial Board is pursuing further investigation of this matter. We will inform our readers of the outcome when the investigation is complete.

Corrigendum
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During the preparation of this manuscript, raw Western blotting data were inadvertently not included in the Supplemental material file, and a sentence referring to that data was not included at the end of the Figure 4 legend and also at the end of the Supplemental Figure 1 legend. The data have been added to the Supplemental material as Supplemental Figure 7, and the correct sentence is below.

See also Supplemental Figure 7.

The authors regret the error.